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Abstract. Recently, linear codes with complementary dual (LCD codes) are employed in direct-sum-masking
technique for prevention of side channel attacks, which is another application on LCD codes out of data storage,
communication system and consumer electronics. Follow on, they are also used to construct maximal entanglement
entanglement-assisted quantum codes for protecting quantum information from noise. In this paper, by transforming
known codes, some optimal LCD codes of short length with dimension 3 or 4 over F5 are constructed, respectively.

1.

Introduction

Let F5n be the n -dimensional row vector space over F5 ,
the finite field with five elements. A linear [ n,k ] code C
is a k -dimensional subspace of F5n . The weight w( x ) of
xC is the number of its nonzero coordinates, if the
minimum weight of nonzero codewords in C is d, then C


is denoted as C[ n,k ,d ] . The dual code C of a linear
code C is defined as


C

n
T
 {x  F ̮x  y  xy  0 for all y  C} .
5

(1)

Two codes C and C are equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by permuting the coordinates and
multiplying an monomial matrix, see [1]. A permutation
matrix is a square matrix with exactly one 1 in each row
and column and 0s elsewhere. A monomial matrix is a
square matrix with exactly one non-zero entry in each
row and column [1].
Cyclic LCD codes, called originally as reversible codes,
were first introduced by Massey in 1964 [2]. After 28
years, Massey [3] then gave generalized definition of a
linear LCD code as: C is said to be complementary dual
C  C  {0}
. He also showed that asymptotically
if
good LCD codes exist and LCD codes can provide an
optimum linear coding solution for the two-user binary
adder channel.
In 2014, LCD codes were found to have an application
against side-channel attacks in cryptography [4].
Since then, construction and applications on LCD codes
were deeply and investigated [5-15] widely. For example,
many maximal entanglement entanglement-assisted
quantum codes were derived from good LCD codes [5-8].
Some optimal LCD codes are studied and constructed in
the Refs. [6-15].

Ref. [2] gave equivalent conditions for an LCD code as
follows:
Proposition 1.1. Let C be a linear code. Let G be a
generator matrix of C and H a parity-check matrix.
Then the three following properties are equivalent:
1. C is LCD.
T
2. The matrix HH is invertible.
T
3. The matrix GG is invertible.

Definition 1.2. An [ n,k ] code C is called optimal if it
has the highest weight among all the [ n,k ] codes, such a
code

is

denoted

as

C[ n,k ,do ( n,k )]

do =do (n, k )  max{d̮there is an [n, k , d ]q code}

dl 

,

. Denote

dl ( n,k )max{d̮there is an [ n,k ,d ]q LCD code}

there is a

C[ n,k ,dl ( n,k )]q

where

.

If

LCD code, we call C an
C[ n,k ,d ( n,k )1]

l
q
LCD
optimal LCD code. If there is a
code, C is called a near optimal LCD code.
In [15], for a given linear code C , the authors
showed that there is an LCD code C which is equivalent
to C . Hence to construct optimal LCD codes one needs
to give optimal linear codes and construct suitable
equivalent transformations formed by coordinates
permutation and monomial matrix.
The objective of this paper is to study construction of
F
optimal LCD codes over 5 . In Section 2, we give will
construct LCD [n, k ] codes with k=3, 4 from known

codes obtained in the Database of Magma [16]. Section 3
gives discussions and the conclusion.
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2. Construction of 3 and 4 Dimensional
LCD Codes

which implies

matrix

G '6,3

[n,3, do ] linear codes and construct
LCD [n,3, d l ] codes with d o  d l .
[n,3, do ]
The Database in Magma [16-18] give

present optimal

434

T '6,3   321 
 410 



n satisfies 3 n 62 , denote the
[n,3, do ] code as Gn ,3 . We
generator matrix of the

code for length

and

check these 60 optimal codes and find that 33 of them are
LCD codes. These 33 codes have the following lengths
n , where n  3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20-24, 26, 33,
34, 36-40, 42, 45, 47-49, 52-57. The remaining 27 codes
can be used to construct optimal LCD codes by the
following steps.
Step 1.1: If n  6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 28, 35, 41, 43, 46,
59, 60, for each

, we can change

into

diagonal transformation, where the columns of
all monic vectors. Then

G '  G 'n ,3

G 'n ,3

G 'n ,3

rank (T '6,3 )  3 .
Step 1.2: If

it into

by

. If

Gn ,3

has the form of

then no permutation is need. Now, let

I3  (1 ,  2 , 3 ) ,
n,3

n ,3
Hence
generate optimal LCD
Thus we can construct 13 optimal LCD codes.

for
codes.

1  (1,0,0)T ,  2  (0,1, 0)T , 3  (0, 0,1)T ,

For example, the matrix

then it is not difficult to check that

100223

G6,3   010324 
 001434 


We denote

G "n,3  ( I 3 | Pn-3 )

and change

G "n ,3  ( I 3 | Pn3 ) ,

are

rank (G '(G ')T )  3 .

T
Gn,k Gn,k
=Tn,k

n  5,9,25,27,29,30,50,58 for each Gn ,3 ,
Gn ,3

we can permute one or two columns of

satisfies

G'

into a monic

100111
G '6,3   010413 
 001243 



n with 3 n 62 , we

Gn ,3

G6,3

, which generates LCD [6,3] codes as

2.1 Construction of [n,3] LCD Codes

Gn ,3

generates a non-LCD code; using

monomial matrix, we can change

In this section, we discuss construction of LCD codes
from known linear codes, the results are provided in two
subsections.

In this subsection, for length

G6,3

(31 ,3 2 , 3 | P2 )

,

(31 ,3 2 ,33 | P6 )

,

(31 ,  2 , 3 | P22 )

, where

…,

(1 ,3 2 , 3 | P55 )

321

T6,3   204 
 142 



generate optimal LCD codes.
For example, the matrix

10031

G5,3   01013 
 00122 



satisfies

rank T6,3   2
and

2

,
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113
T5,3   113 
 334 



changed into

G "'31,3  (31 32Ί
3 P28 ) ,

T"'31,3

satisfying

rank T5,3   2 ,
which implies

G5,3

matrix
reason is that

G '5,3

rank (T "'31,3 )  3 .

Summarizing the previous discussion, the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 2.1 If 3 n 62 , there exists an optimal

generates a non LCD code; using

monomial matrix, we can change

G "5,3

and

300

  030 
 001 



into a monic

n,3, d code.

LCD

which generates LCD [5,3] code, the

2.2 Construction of [n,4] LCD Codes

10031

G5,3   01013 
 00122 

,

n with 4 n 156 , we
[n,4, do ] linear codes and construct
LCD [n,4, d l ] codes with d o  d l .
[n,4, do ]

In this subsection, for length
present optimal

The Database in Magma [16-18] give

G "5,3  (31 32Ί
3 P2 ) ,

optimal codes and found that 111 of them are LCD codes.
These 111 codes have the following length n , where
n  4, 6-9, 12-13, 17-27, 29-31, 34-38, 41-45, 47-48, 5157, 59-61, 63-64, 66-67, 71-73, 77-81, 84, 86-88, 90, 9397, 99, 103-105, 107, 109-113, 115-119, 123, 127-131,
133-138, 140-147, 149-153, 156. The remaining 42 codes
can be used to construct optimal LCD codes by the
following steps.
Step 2.1: If n  5, 10, 11, 14-16, 28, 32, 33, 39, 40,
46, 49, 50, 62, 65, 68-70, 74, 85, 91, 92, 98, 100-102, 106,
108, 114, 120-122, 124-126, 132, 139, 148, 154, 155, for

101

T "5,3   024 
 141 

,
and

rank (G "5,3 G "T 5,3 )  3 .
Step 1.3: If n  31, 32, 44, 51, 61, 62, for each
Gn ,3
Gn ,3
G 'n ,3
,we first change

into

as we did in step

1.1, then permutation one or two columns of
did in step 1.2 and transform

G 'n ,3

G 'n ,3

G

G

G '  G 'n ,4

, where the
factors. Then

rank (G '(G ')T )  4

satisfies
. Hence we
can construct 36 optimal LCD codes in this way.

G "n ,3  ( I 3 | Pn3 )

Step 2.2: If

at last multiply the first three columns by suitable
invertible diagonal matrix D, denote

n  58, 75, 76, 82, 83, 89, for each Gn ,4 ,
Gn ,4

we can permute one or two columns of
,

it into
Let

then G "' gives an optimal LCD code. Thus we obtain 6
optimal LCD codes in this step.
For example, we first change G31,3 into

G "n,4  ( I 4 | Pn4 )

I4  (1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )

1001111111100001111111111111111

  0101324000011111324214334124231 
 0010000132413241324132413241324 



then perform invertible diagonal matrix D,

1  (1,0,0,0)T ,

2  (0,1,0,0)T ,

G "31,3 is

3  (0,0,1,0)T ,

3

and change

.

where

G '31,3

G 'n ,4

each n ,4 , we can change n ,4 into
columns of G 'n ,4 are all monic

as we

into the form

G "'n,3  ( D | Pn3 )

code

for length n with 4 n 156 . We checked these 153

,
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4  (0,0,0,1)T .

From [17-21], we know that existence of many optimal
linear codes over F5 are determined. Yet, it is not known
whether these codes are LCD codes. Our future work
concerns the constructions of LCD codes with larger
lengths and higher dimensions. Hence, much work is
needed in the future. The reader is thus cordially invited
to uncover the world of LCD codes over F5 .

Then, similar to that we did in subsection A, it is not
difficult to check that

(1 , 2 , 3 ,34 | P54 ) ,
(1 , 2 ,33 , 4 | P71 ) ,
(1 ,32 , 3 ,34 | P72 ) ,
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(1 , 2 , 3 ,34 | P85 )
generate optimal LCD codes.
For example, we change G58,4 into

G '58,4  ( A | B) ,
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